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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of  carrying out an asymptotic analysis for the phenomenon of bifurca- 
tion which occurs at critical values of  an axial force applied to an elastic column. In the present 
setting a discontinuous coeff icient precludes the possibility of  carrying out the usual asymptot ic 
analysis. The problem is overcome via a nonlinear change of independent variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested here in carrying out a bifurcation 
analysis for the mathematical problem describing the 
configuration of a slender elastica (beam), pinned at 
both ends, and subjected to an axial thrust (force). As 
is well known, at certain critical values of the magni- 
tude of this thrust he beam may buckle out of the 
straight state into one of several possible configurations 
referred to as bending modes. Our objective is to obtain 
uniformly valid asymptotic expansions for the 
dependent variables in a neighborhood ofone of the 
critical values of the thrust (the one corresponding to 
the second bending mode), thus demonstrating and 
quantifying the bifurcation phenomenon. 
For beam problems in which the coefficients of the 
corresponding differential equations are continuous, 
this problem has been extensively treated in the 
literature (see, for example, [4] or [5]) including treat- 
ments of both dynamic and static problems, as well as 
applications of the techniques involving multiple-scale 
asymptotic expansions ( ee [6] and r'eferences there 
cited). 
However, our interest here is focused on a situation 
involving discontinuous coefficients of a switching type. 
This situation arises when the elastica is subjected to 
a transverse load applied along the rod which is of a 
different magnitude above the horizontal than it is 
below it. 
The problem here is treated by use of a nonlinear 
change of independent variables which has the effect 
of overcoming the nonuniformity of the usual asymp- 
totic expansions caused by the discontinuity in the 
coefficients of the differential equation. This technique 
was first introduced by Freedman et al ([1], [2], [3]) 
in problems in optimal control involving discontinuous 
controls. However, as we demonstrate h re, the 
technique has wider application. Our main purpose is 
to demonstrate the use of the technique, not to 
rigorously establish its validity. (For proofs of uniform 
asymptotic validity in more general settings ee [1] and 
[31.) 
In section 2 we formally pose the problem in nonlinear 
beam theory which we shall treat, noting the source of 
the non-uniformity which would result from the applica- 
tion of the usual asymptotic methods. 
In section 3 we present ashort example involving a first 
order initial value problem to illustrate the basic idea 
to be used in analyzing the beam problem. 
In section 4 we apply our techniques to obtain uniformly 
valid expansions for the solution of the problem posed 
in section 2. 
We indicate in the appendix the manner in which the 
governing equations for the beam problem were obtain- 
ed. 
2. A PROBLEM IN BEAM THEORY 
To formulate our problem we denote by w(s) the 
transverse displacement and by ~(s) the angle formed 
by the tangent and center lines of the rod at distance s 
units along the rod, where 0 < s *; 1. We ~ssume that 
the rod is pinned (i.e., free to rotate) at s = 0 and s = 1. 
These conditions imply that 
w(O) = w(1) = 0 (la) 
~'(0)  = ¢'(1) = 0 ( lb )  
In addition there is an axial compressive thrust of 
magnitude F at s = 1, and a transverse load f(w) 
distributed along the rod. The geometry of confguration 
is described in figure 1. 
Fig. 1 
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As is shown in the appendix the problem described 
above is governed by the equations 
dw_ sin ~(s) (lc) 
ds 
and 
~-s-[(EI d2s@ + F sin @) sec ~] = f(w > (ld) 
together with boundary conditions (la) - (lb). 
The transverse load f is taken to exert a restoring 
force proportional to the displacement of the beam 
from the horizontal. However, we assume that there 
is one proportionality constant k+, acting where the 
displacement is positive, and a second k_, where 
the displacement is negative. One might say that the 
straight elastica separates two spring-like media with 
different spring constants. We therefore have that 
f(w) = ~-k+w for w ) 0 (2a) 
[-k_w forw < 0. 
where k+ and k are positive elasticity constants. In
addition we make the assumptions that 
0<k <k+<zr  4, X>0. 
We now set  
X = F__ > 0, ~(w) = f(w) (2b) 
EI EI 
and introduce the functions u and v defined by 
d@ (sec @) ds u - s  ' v = u (2c) 
Then, using (2a)- (2c), problem (la) - (ld) becomes 
dw = sin ¢s (3a) 
d_~= u 
ds 
du = v cos  
dv = -kw- Xu sec2O 
~s 
with boundary conditions 
w(0) = w(1) = 0 (3b) 
u(0) u(1) 0 
where 
=~k+(EI) -1 for w > 0 (3c) k 
k_(EI) -1 forw< 0. 
The analysis we shall pursue in Section 4 involves the 
bifurcation of solutions of the boundary value problem 
(3a) - (3c) at critical values of the parameter X. Before 
commenting on the technique to be used we note that 
the switching nature of the spring constant given by 
(3c) introduces a discontinuity in; a coefficient in the 
fourth equation of system (3a) when the beam exhibits 
both positive and negative displacement. 
3. THE HEURISTICS OF THE METHOD 
Before becoming involved in the full-blown discussion 
of the beam problem, we feel it is instructive to illustrate 
the basic idea of our method in a simple setting. We 
therefore consider the following initial value problem 
which possesses the same kind of switchtype behavior 
as does our beam problem (although no discontinuity 
is present). 
±(t,e) =f(t,e),  t~[0,2] ,  0<e~l  
x (0, e)= 0 
f(t,e) =rain {t+e, 1} 
Notice that the forcing function f "switches" def'mition 
from t + e to 1 at the "switch point" t(e) = (1 - e) 
(see figure 2). 
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Fig. 2 
The solution to this initial-value problem is simply 
1-t2 +te, 0 ~ t ~ t(e) 
x ( t ,  e )  
=[t -1  (1-e) 2, t(e) <t ,  2. 
However, we observe that the solution x(t, e) is not 
even once dffferentiable with respect to e at t(e) so 
we could not hope to obtain a uniformly valid asymp- 
totic expansion i  powers of e for x(t, e) on the interval 
[0,2]. 
The problem, of course, is that the switch point, t(e ), 
varies with e. Our technique isto overcome this 
difficulty by changing independent variables in such a 
way that in the new variable the switch point is 
stationary. This is achieved via the following transform- 
ation 
t = h(r,e) = r(2-r)(1-e) +r(r- 1) 
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Here h(r ,E) is recognized as the Lagrange interpolating 
polynomial of lowest degree which maps T = 0 to 
t = 0,7= 2 to t = 2 and 7 = I to t = t(e), ‘l.“e., this 
transformation freezes the switch point t(e) at 7 = 1 
while leaving the endpoints fixed. Moreover, the 
change of variables is monotone increasing for small E. 
We then define the new dependent variable by 
x(7, E) = dW,e), ~1 
A straightforward calculation then gives, for 
I 
1-74-273+372-27,047 =z 1 
X2(7) = 2I 
- -, 
2 
16742 
that 
X(T,E) = X0(7) + EXI(7) + e2X2(7) 
i.e., our change of independent variables has permitted 
us to obtain the desired asymptotic expansion for the 
solution (but in the new variable). 
The analysis of section 4 is much more formidable, 
but the basic idea regarding the nonlinear change of 
independent variables is the same. 
4. FORMAL ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE 
BEAM PROBLEM 
We now return to system (3) and note first that for 
any value of X the trivial solution w. = tie = u. = 
v. = 0 satisfies 3(a) and 3(b). This is the solution 
corresponding to the unbuckled state of the beam, 
i.e., that of compression only. 
In the usual way we begin by investigating for what 
values ofx bifurcation can occur. In this direction we 
first write down the variational equations, i.e., the 
linearized version of (3a) - (3b). 
We obtain 
!h! = $I 
ds 
with boundary conditions 
(44 
r (0) = u(0) = 0 w(1) = u(l) = 0 
and with k as in (3~). 
(4b) 
System (4a) - (4b) is perhaps more simply written as 
the fourth order linear differential equation 
4 
dW 
2 
q+hd++kw= 0 
ds ds 
(54 
with boundary conditions 
E 
w(0) = wss(0) = 0 (5b) 
w(1) = wss(l) = 0 
If we assume that w(s) is nonnegative for 0 < s < 1 we 
obtain the eigenvalue 
h = .2 + k+ 
x2. 
and eigenfunction 
we(s) = A sin ns, 0 < s Q 1 (where A > 0 is arbitrary) 
while in the case w(s) G 0,O < s < 1 we obtain 
we(s) = B sin ns, 0 < s < 1 (where B < 0 is arbitrary) 
These are the only two solutions corresponding to 
what is often referred to as the ‘first bending mode”, 
illustrated in fwre 3. More interesting, from our point 
of view, is the solution WI corresponding to the 
second bending mode which is illustrated in figure 1 
and is characterized as follows : 
-- ---- +7 ?+-+ S=O S s=l 
WCS) 
Fig. 3. 
There exists a unique ho > 0 and a unique so in (0,l) 
so that for X - X0 the solution WI of (5a) - (5b) 
is unique and satisfies 
(a) WI(~) > 0 for 0 < s < so 
(b) wl(so) = 0 
(c) WI(s) < 0 for so < s < 1. 
In fact, for k, = 50 and k_ = 5 we have computed to 
four decimal places via a least squares routine on an 
IBM 370/158 computer, that 
ho = 40.21 and so = 0.5116. 
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In this case the eigenfunction w1 itself is given by 
w !(s) =fA sin as + B sin bs, 0 < s ~; s o 
[c sin c(s-1) +D sin d(s-1), So< s~; 1 
where 
=•0 ~ 6.239, b -200 _. :~. 0 -~02 - 200 2 - -,4" 
c = / 0 ~ 2  - 6.331 ' d=~ 0 -x / r~ " 202  
and A = 1.441, B = 0.1325, C = 1,378 and 
D = - 0.3986. (Of course, any positive multiple of 
this w, will also be an eigenfunction). 
We remark that f fwe reverse the inequality in (a) and 
(c) we could obtain another eigenfunction corres- 
ponding to the second bending mode but with X 0 and 
s o changed. These are the only two possible eigen- 
functions corresponding to the second bending mode. 
We shall, however, focus on the case X0 = 40.21 and 
s o = 0.5116 as given above. 
We would now like to begin our bifurcation analysis 
of (3a) - (3c) starting at X = X0 = 40.21. 
Toward this objective we introduce the expansion 
parameter e and consider the boundary value problem 
dw = s in~ 
d__~= u 
ds (6a) 
du -- v cos  ¢ 
dv = -kw - X(sec 2 ~b)u 
- 1.133 
- 0.3531 
with the boundary conditions 
w(0)  = u(0)  = 0 
(6b) 
w(1) u(1) o 
and the additional condition that 
~1 w2(s)ds = e2 (6c) 
where k is given by 
k = fk+ = 50 i fw(s )~ 0 
[k_ = 5 ifw(s) < 0. 
The reader should note that condition (6c) states that 
the L 2 norm of the transverse deflection is e, which 
we take to be small and non-negative in what follows. 
We are thus using the approach of Antman and Keller 
[4] in the introduction of the expansion parameter. 
Our asymptotic analysis will take place in a neighbor- 
hood of X = X 0 = 40.21 and s = s O = 0.5116 so we 
expect a unique s(e) with 0 < s(e) < 1 and 
w[s(e),e] = 0 (6d) 
A usual approach would now be to insert expansions 
~'w(s) = Wo(S ) + ewl(s ) +... 
~(s) = ~o(S) + e~l(S ) +... 
u(s) = u0(s) +eUl(S) +"" (7) 
v(s) = Vo(S ) + eVl(S ) +... 
)t = ),O+eX1 +... 
s(e) =s  O+es  1+. . .  
into (6a) - (6d) and recursively determine the functions 
wj(s), ~j(s), uj(s), vj(s), j = 1,2 ..... and ~j and sj for 
j=  1,2 ..... 
However, as discussed in Sections 1 and 2, the 
discontinuity in k precludes the possibility of  obtaining 
uniformly valid expansions in the variable s. 
Using the technique illustrated in Section 2 we intro- 
duce the nonlinear change of variables to the nex variable 
S defined by  
s = h(S, e) = S(S- 1) ~e) 4 S(S- So) 
s0(s 0 - 1)-- " 1 - s o 
into (6a) - (6d). Notice that S = 0 -~ s = 0, S = 1 -* s = 1, 
and S = s o -- s = s(e) so that our nonlinear change of 
variable has the effect of freezing the nodal value s(e) 
at s o while leaving the endpoints fixed, as per our 
illustration in Section 3. 
Now letting 
W(S) = w[h(S,e)] 
• (S) = ¢[h(S,e)] 
U(S) = u[h(S,e)] 
V(S) = v[h(S,e)] 
we obtain 
I~-S 2S - s o dW = [ 2S -_.__~1 s(e) + - ]  sin 
s0(s 0 - 1) 1 - s o 
d~ =[  2S-1  2S-s  o 
.~:-l)S(~) + 1-so ]u 
dU 2S - 1 2S - s o = [ - -  s(e) + ] v cos q, 
s0(s 0 - 1) 1 - s o 
(8a) 
dV _ [_2S - 2S - s o 
-- so(so!l)s( ) + 1_- 0-1 (kw  XUsec2 ) 
with boundary conditions 
:(O,e) = W(1,e) = 0 
(8b/ 
(o#) u(1,e) o 
and the two additional conditions that 
2S - s o e2 cb I W2(S) [ 2S -1  s(e) +- - : - -~1 aS = (8c) 
s0(s 0 - 1) x-s  0 
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and 
W(s0,e ) = w[s(e) ,e]  = 0 
where now k is given by 
k =~50 for 0 ~ S ~ s o 
L 5 fors0 < S~ 1. 
(8d) 
We next insert the expansions 
"W(S) = Wo(S ) + eWl(S ) + ... 
,t,(s) = q,o(S) + e~I,l(s) + ... 
U(S) = Uo(S ) +eUI(S ) • ... 
V(S) Vo(S ) + eVI(S ) + ... 
X =X O+ex 1+e2X2+. . .  
s(e) =s  O+es l+e2s2+. . .  
(9) 
into (8a) - (8d) and begin to equate like powers of e. 
On the 0 th level we obtain 
-clw o 
= sin ~0 
d@ 0 
-- U 0 
(10a) 
I dU 
-d'if- = vO cos g'O 
I dVo =_.kWo - XU 0 sec2@o 
L-aT 
with boundary conditions 
Wo(O ) = WO(1 ) = O; Uo(O ) = Uo(1 ) = O, (lOb) 
the normalizing condition ~Iw2dS = 0 (10c) 
and the switch condition Wo(so) = O. (lOd) 
with unique solution W 0 -= xI' 0 -= U 0 -~ V 0 =- 0 whici~ 
is the unbuckled state from which we wish to exhibit 
bifurcation. 
Next, equating first powers of e obtained from insert- 
ing expansions (9) into equations (8a) - (8d), we 
obtain (using the fact that W 0 =- ~0 -- UO ~ Vo -= O) 
the system at the l-level as : 
[dWl = ~1 
dXt'l = u 1 
f fag-  
]dU1 (lla) 
dS = v l  
dV1 =-kW 1 - X0U 1 
l-g- 
with boundary conditions 
Wl(O ) = W1(1 ) = O; UI(O ) = U1(1 ) = 0 ( l lb)  
integral (normalizing) condition 
i wi(s)as = 1 
and finally the switch point condition 
(11c) 
Wl(SO) = 0. (11d) 
Now since the system (11a) and boundary conditions 
(11b) are exactly the same, in the variable S, as the 
system (4a) with boundary conditions (4b), in the 
variable s, a solution of (11a) - (11b) must be of the 
form given in the beginning of this section, i.e. we have 
IA sin aS + B sin bS for 0 < S < s o 
WI(S) = / [C sin c(S-1) +D sin d(S-1) for s o < S < 1. 
and ~'1(S) = Wi(S ), UI(S) = R*'(S), VI(S ) = Ui(S ). 
1 1 
as mco [ 
from our choice of the constants A, B, C, and D. 
Finally note that our change of variables was designed 
so that the switch condition (11d) would hold. 
We next equate coefficients of e 2 in our equations 
(8a) - (8d) and obtain the system 
~tW2 2S- 1 
= ~2 + s0(s 0 _ 1) s1~1 
dxt'2 2S - 1 
F-S- = U2 + - - -  SlU1 So(S O - 1.) (12a) 
dU2 28 -_1 SlV1 
= V2 + - - - -1 )  dS s0(s 0 
dV 2 
= .kW2 _ XoU2 _ XlU1. 2S - 1 Sl [kWl +X0U1] 
So(S O - 1) 
with boundary conditions 
W2(0 ) = W2(1 ) = O; U2(0 ) = U2(1 ) = 0. (12b) 
On the 2-level our integral condition, using (8c) and (9), is 
1(W2 [ s~]  Sl + 2WlW 2 }dS = 0: 
Integrating the first term by parts gives 
1 r S(S - 1) 1 
f01 WIW2dS = Sl f0 'W1~1 ts0(so _ 1) j dS 
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Finally, we have the switch condition that 
W2(s0) = 0 (12d) 
Thus (12a) - (12b) represents a linear inhomogeneous 
boudary value problem with additional parameters 
s 1 and X 1 to be determined, hopefully by the 
additional conditions (12c) - (12d). Before proceeding 
towards a solution of problem (12a) - (12d) we intro- 
duce a transformation of the dependent variable as 
follows : Let 
s (s -  l) Slq, l(s) w~ (s) = w2(s)  - So(So- 1) 
_ s (s -  1) 
Od~(S) = .2(S)_So(S O 1)SlUl(S) 
S(S-1) (13) 
U:~(S) = U2(S ) - So(So- 1) SlVl(S) 
v~(s) = v2(s ) + s (s -1 )  s0(s 0 - 1) Sl[kWl(S) +X0U1 (S)] 
Problem (12a) - (12d) then becomes 
:dw~ 
dq,~ 
(14a) du~ 
-ag- --v~ 
dvl 
-~- =-kwh- XoU ~ - xlu 1 
with boundary conditions 
W~(0) = W~(1) = 0; U~(0) = U~(1) = 0. (14b) 
The integral condition (12c) becomes 
1 
WI(S)W~(S)dS = 0 (14c) 
i.e., we have a relation of orthogonality between W 1 
and W~. Finally our switch condition is 
W~(s 0) =- s I ~l(S0) (14d) 
Towards solving (14a)- (14d) we write the 4th order 
linear inhomogeneous differential equation correspond- 
ing to (14a) - (14b). It is 
d4w~ d2W~ 
~X 0 - -  +kW~ = -~IUI 
dS 4 dS 2 
with boundary conditions 
d2W2 d2W2 
W~(0) = W~(1)= 0; d--~-(0)= d--~g2 (1)=0.  (15b) 
Now the 4th order boundary-value problem (15a) - 
(15b) is self adjoint and thus has a solution only ff 
the nonhomogeneous right hand side is orthogonal to 
all solutions of  the homogeneous problem (see, for 
example, [7], Chapter 1). But recall from problem (5a) - 
(5b) that a solution of the homogeneous problem is 
W 1. We must therefore have that 
1 
-XlY ° u l ( s )w l (s  )ds=0 
But an integration by parts gives that 
1 1 1 
Y0 ul(s)wl(S)ds = wl(s)%(s)~o-fo ~2(s)ds 
1  (S)dS.0 
Hence we must have that),1 = 0. 
With ~1 = 0 the unique solution of (15a) - (15b) is 
w~(s) - 0. 
Equation (14d) then gives s I = 0 for which value the 
integral condition (14c) is also satisfied. We then have 
from (13) that 
W2-~ ~2--- U2-= V2-=- 0 
i.e., on the 2-level we obtain no correction. 
We now go back to (6 a) - (6d) and equate powers of 
e 3 to obtain the equations 
i - -  
dg, 3 
a-T- 
dU 3 
dV 3 
=' I '  1 3_~1 + 2__SS: _1 s2q~l 
So(S O - 1 ) 
= U3 + 2S-1__ s2U1 
s0(s 0 - 1) 
1 V lq~ 1 ~ 2S- 1 s2V] 
= V3 " 2- s0(s 0 - 1) 
=-kW 3 - X0U 3 -~0U1 @2 - X2U 1 + 
2S-1 s2[-kW 1 
s0(s 0 - 1) - XoU1] 
(16a) 
with boundary conditions 
W3(0 ) = W3(1 ) = 0; U3(0 ) = U3(1 ) = 0 (16b) 
To obtain our integral condition we equate coefficients 
of e 4 in equation (8c). We have that 
1 (W 2 + 2WIW 3 + (2WlW2S1 + W2s,~) [ 2S - 1 ]}dS = 0. 
f0 " s0(s0 -1) 
Using the fact that W 2 --= 0 and s 1 = 0 we therefore 
have that 
I 
f0 [2WlW3 +W2s2 ( 2S- 1 )] dS = 0 (16c) 
So(S O 4)  
Finally, our switch condition is 
W3(s0) = 0. (16d) 
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As before we now introduce 
W]=W 3- S(S-1) s20/1 
s0(s 0 - 1) 
~= 0/3- S(S- 1) s2Ul 
s0(s 0 - 1) 
U~ = U 3- S(S- 1) -soY, 
s0(s 0 - 1) ~ ' 
V ]=V 3+ S(S-1) s2[kWI+XoUI] 
• s0(s 0 - 1) 
Our problem (16a) - (16d) then becomes 
i 
'dW~ 1 0/3 
d,I,  
[ dU~ 1VIW (17a) -g- = 
=-k w -XOU -XOU 10/2- X2ul kTg- 
with boundary conditions 
W~(O) = W~(1) = O; U~(p) = U~(1) = O. (17b) 
In the * variables our integral condition becomes 
1. 1 S(S- 1) dS- WlW dS =-{ w 10/ls2 
So(S 0 - 1) 
r lw2s [ 2S-1 ]dS 
- 6 1 2 L,s0(s 0 ~ 1) 
Integrating the last term on the right by parts gives 
the condition as 
I I S(S 1) 
f0 WlW] as = s2f 0 W10/1 s0(s 0 -- 1) as. (17c) 
Finally, our switch condition becomes 
W~(So) = -s2 0/1(So) (17d) 
from which we will eventually be able to determine s 2. 
As before we now consider the fourth order boundary 
value problem equivalent to problem (17a) - (17b). 
It is 
d4W] d2W] 
dS 4 + X0--~-S2 + kW~ =- lXo~2U 1 - X2U 1 (18a) 
with boundary conditions 
dZw] d2w  
W~(0) = W~(X)= 0; d -~ - as 2 
s=o 
=0. 
S=I  
(18b) 
Now problem (18a) - (18b) is self-adjoint and hence 
has a solution only if the nonhomogeneous right hand 
side is orthogonal to all solutions of the homogeneous 
problem. As before, since W 1 is a solution of the homo- 
geneous problem we have 
- - 4~lU1V l ]dS= 0 
(18c) 
Now the coefficient on X 2 in the above is 
1 1 
"fO WiUldS=-Wlq~1[~+{10/2dS=f0 qdS*0  
We are assured that at this stage X 2 may be determined 
from equation (18c). The coefficient of X 2 above is an 
integral of products of elementary trigonometric 
functions and as such lends itself nicely to numerical 
quadrature, as do the other terms in (18c). By a straight- 
forward implementation f Simpson's rule we have 
obtained X2 to four significant figures as 
X 2 = 431.0 
Thus at this point the nonhomogeneous right hand 
side of equation (18a), 
21--~00/12U1-X2U1 + kWl~l-U13- 40/1U1V1 f=_ 
is completely determined. We can therefore write down 
a solution of the nonhomogeneous boundary value 
problem (18a) - (18b) as 
W~ A sin aS +1~ sinbS 
1 S 
+ x/k+(X 2- 4k+) fo f(~)[b sin a(~- S)- a sin b(~'- S)]dS 
for S < s o (19) 
sin c(S- 1) +b sin d(S - 1) 
1 1 
f f k - (~ '4k l )  £ f(r)[dsinc(~-S)-csind(~'-S)]dS 
for s o g S 
via use of the generalized Green's function for the 
problem. 
As can be verified directly from (19), W~ above satisfies 
both the differential equation (18a) and the boundary 
conditions (18b). Of course, it remains to determine 
the constants A, 1~, ~ and 1~ (recall, a, b, c, d, X 0, s 0, 
k- and k + have been previously determined). 
We next observe that the imposition of the condition 
of continuity at s o for W~ and each of its first three 
derivatives yields a nonhomogeneous system of four 
linear equations in the four unknowns A, B, C and I) 
whose coefficient matrix is necessarily singular. We also 
remark that the orthogonality condition (18c) imposed 
on f guarantees the compatibility of this 4 x 4 system. 
It is crucial to note at this stage, however, that since 
the solution space of the homogeneous problem 
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associated with (18a) - (18b) is one-dimensional, the 
coefficient matrix in this 4 x 4 system is, at least in 
theory, of rank 3, precluding the possibility of obtain- 
ing a unique solution as things tand. 
However, two additional e~uations involving the un- 
known constants A, t~, C, D in (19) remain, namely 
the integral condition (17c) and the "switch" condition 
(17d), both involving the yet unknown parameter s 2. 
Moreover both equations involve s 2 in such a way 
that we may eliminate s2, obtaining asingle equation 
involving the unknowns a,, I~, ~ and 13 (whose 
coefficients are integrals of known functions). 
We then replace adependent equation from among 
the original four equations with the equation obtained 
from (17c) and (17d). Next, all coefficients and non- 
homogeneous terms are determined by numerical 
quadrature, and the non-singularity of the resulting 
coefficient matrix is verified. Simple Gauss elimination 
then yields the values 
[~ =-311.4 g = 682.6 (20) 
297.0 13 = 688.3 
and verifies the consistency ofthe fifth equation. 
At this point s 2 is obtained from (17d) as 
s 2 = 27.86 
Finally, we obtain W 3, ~3' U3 and V 3 from (19), 
(20) and the clef'tuition ofW~, ~], U~ and V~. 
To summarize, at this point we have obtained all 
subscripted terms in the following expansions : 
W(S) = eWl(S ) +e3W3(S) + 0(e 4) 
• (S) = e~l(S) + e3~3(S) + 0(e 4) 
U(S) = eUl(S ) + e3U3(S) + 0(e 4) 
V(S) = eVl(S ) + e3V3(S) + 0(e 4) " 
X =X 0+e2x2+0(e 3) 
S(e) =s  0+e2s2+0(e 3) 
where the expansions involving 0(e 4) hold uniformly 
in the variable S. 
We omit the proof of the uniform validity of our 
expansions as it follows closely the method employed 
in [1]. Basically an abstract Banach Space map 
O: B x R -+ B is constructed in such a manner that 
the existence of a smooth solution W(e) of O(W,e) = 0 
assures t he uniform validity of our expansions (9). 
The existence of a solution W 0 when e = 0 is equivalent 
to our reduced system having a solution while the 
condition that our system be formally solvable turns 
out to be equivalent to the verification that the 
Frechet Derivative DO at (W 0, 0).is a topological 
linear isomorphism. Thus the hypotheses of the Banach 
Space Implicit Function Theorem are met and the 
existence of a solution of (8a) - (8d) with uniformly 
valid expansion isassured. 
The purpose of presenting this lengthy example has 
been to illustrate several aspects of the application of 
the method of freezing aswitch point to problems in 
bifurcation analysis. We conclude with several remarks. 
First note that the integral condition, obtained from 
the introduction of the expansion parameter, and the 
switch condition, obtained via the change in time scale, 
were absolutely essential in solving the boundary value 
problem on each level. The technique of changing in- 
dependent variables thus has the effect of providing one 
more piece of information i what would otherwise be 
an underdetermined situation. 
Second, we emphasize that with this method aboot- 
strap relation will evolve between the parameters ~ and 
sj, and the solutions of the corresponding boundary 
Value problem in that sj and ~j are not determined until 
the homogeneous part of the boundary value problem 
has been solved on the (j + 1)st level. 
Finally we note again what has been achieved : the 
above equations determine implicitly a nonzero solution 
for W, xt,, U and V as functions of X for X>k 0 and 
(X-X0) sufficiently small. 
APPENDIX 
Derivation of the equilibrium equations 
A nonlinear stress energy functional of a rod fixed at 
s = 0, subjected to a compressive force F at s = L, but 
free to rotate at s = 0 and at s = L can be written as 
Ld~2 L L 
EI f0 (~-s)ds-F(L-f0 cos~(s)ds)-£ f(w)w(s)ds JCw) =T 
where the functions ~(s) and w(s) were introduced in 
section 2. These functions are related by the equation 
dw(s) = sin ~(s). 
ds 
In addition, @ "(0) = @ "(L) = 0. The first variation of 
the stress energy functional is
~J=EIf0L2 ~ ds-F f0Lsin*(s)8~ds -£Lf(w)Sw ds. 
Here 86 = d~ 8@. The variations 8~ and 8w are related 
by the equation 
~ = cos ~(s)8~ 
We set the first variation 8J equal to zero. Then in- 
tegration by parts yields 
L L d2ff 
E I2~0[0-£  [Elds-~ +Fsin0(s)]8~ds 
L 
- ~ f(w)~wds = 0 
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The boundary contribution in the above equation is '  
zero since dd-~-s vanishes at s = 0 and s = L. Hence we 
oLtain 
L d 2 a. d,;v ds +.0 fL
[E I~s  ~ + Fsin ~(s)] cos~is ) f(w)Sw ds= O. 
Integration by parts of  the first integral in the above 
equation results in 
t t, d ds + f(w) ~wds = 0. cosC4s) 
Here we have made use of  the fact that ~w = 0 at 
s = 0 and s -- L. Therefore we have the equation 
d --- f(w, (A1) 
[ . . . .  cos%cs-T ! 
which together with 
d_ w(s) = sin@(s) (A2) 
ds 
and the boundary conditions 
w(0) = w( l )  = 0 and (A3) 
@'(0) = qf(1) -= 0 (A4) 
specify the system we consider in Section 2. 
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